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laboration with the Royal College of Radiologists.5 This
refreshingly clear and concise report emphasises the vital part
that nuclear medicine now plays in good medical practice and
recommends that facilities should be made available in all
district general hospitals if optimal medical care is to be avail-
able uniformly throughout the country.

Facilities should be centralised under a properly trained
clinician, who should have spent two years' training in a
recognised department, says the report. It considers he should
give about half his time to the specialty and be either a general
physician, who could encompass the whole range of nuclear
medicine techniques, or a radiologist, who would supervise
nuclear medicine imaging and who would be well placed to
integrate this with both old and the newer radiological methods
and with ultrasound. In both instances help from non-medical
scientists would be needed, not necessarily all on site. The
intercollegiate report also gives sensible advice on training and
accreditation of the clinician and-thank goodness-considers
that no new examination is needed in nuclear medicine.

Financial restraints will make all this difficult to implement,
as they have done for a decade, but nevertheless the report
points out (and several precise financial details are given) that
the cost of these services is comparable with conventional
radiological techniques and considerably cheaper than others,
such as computed tomography and coronary angiography.
No practising physician or surgeon would deny the need for

such a service in every district general hospital. There seems
to be a place, however, for more flexibility than envisaged in this
report. The whole range of nuclear medicine services is now
available in most ofthe tcaching centres in Britain, but in some
these are fragmented and not yet under the direction of a fully
trained consultant. This can be rectified as the present
directors, mostly non-medical scientists, retire. Nevertheless,
a similar comprehensive service is needed in all the other major
medical centres, mostly in cities. These usually have a radio-
therapy centre and other subregional specialties and ideally
what they now need is a clinician who would give substantially
all his time to nuclear medicine. Such fully committed
consultants would require four years' training in the specialty
as envisaged in this and the earlier intercollegiate report.

In district general hospitals in smaller towns, by contrast, a
radiologist trained in nuclear medicine would be the better
option. In these hospitals there is no reason why simple
non-imaging function tests and radioimmunoassay measure-
ments should not continue to be performed in other labora-
tories. These and the imaging service could be supported by
the nearest comprehensive centre, a theme originally suggested
by the Windeyer report but only hinted at in the last inter-
collegiate report.
With such a scheme the nuclear medicine consultant in the

major centre could help his colleagues by providing general
guidance and skill, arrange regular clinical meetings, and
perform the more elaborate investigations. Physicists would
advise on equipment and its management and give authorita-
tive guidance on radiation protection-something that
constantly worries technicians and nurses handling the smallest
quantities of radionuclides. The comprehensive centre could
also provide supplies of less often used and more expensive
radiopharmaceuticals and give other help from the radio-
pharmacist. Indeed, in some instances all the non-medical
scientists and technicians might be based on and be inter-
changeable with their counterparts at the major centre.
The continuing failure by the DHSS to implement the

sensible recommendations of these intercollegiate reports is
largely due to financial restraints related to the strategic

philosophy of the National Health Service in the past 10 years.
Much is also due, however, to the hand to mouth manner in
which the NHS is run, with its rigid establishments and failure
to welcome the numerous advances in medical science.
Whereas in a proper "service" a suitable clinician would be
specifically chosen and seconded for training, this does not
happen in the NHS, certainly not in district general hospitals.

It is all the more important, therefore, for hospital and
regional medical committees to foresee the need for a specialist
in nuclear medicine some time before the next retirement is
due, and to plan accordingly. And let us hope that in a few years
this important specialty, which has now come of age, will be
fully integrated into NHS hospitals-and that further inter-
collegiate reports will be unnecessary.
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Bird fancier's disease
Extrinsic allergic alveolitis due to exposure to birds has been
well recognised for about 17 years. Diagnosis of the acute
form is not difficult. Four to six hours after exposure the
patient develops influenza-like symptoms, cough, and
shortness of breath. Crackles may be heard over the lungs,
and respiratory function tests show a restrictive abnormality.
The chest radiograph often shows widespread fine nodules.
Acute episodes usually subside within a day, but with heavy
or repeated exposure improvement takes longer. Eventually
there are irreversible changes, with persistent shortness of
breath and radiographs showing patchy consolidation, upper
lobe fibrosis, and honeycombing.1 Making the diagnosis at
this stage may stop further deterioration, but the patient's
capacity for improvement may be limited.

Acute attacks are most often seen in pigeon fanciers, who
get a large dose of antigen when cleaning out the loft. Exposure
to domestic budgerigars is more continuous and the dose of
antigen smaller. There are no acute symptoms: patients
usually present with cough, gradually increasing shortness of
breath, and loss of weight. Elderly patients may be mistakenly
diagnosed as suffering from chronic bronchitis or emphysema
for a long time before suspicions are aroused. Exposure to
pigeons can be continuous, as in a woman who kept them in
her bedroom and developed severe non-remiting disease.2
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The main antigen is protein excreted in the droppings. A
precipitating antibody may be shown in a patient's serum by a
double diffusion technique. Bird serum is the best antigen,
because faecal extract may produce non-specific precipitation
lines.3 Small song birds may also cause disease, and collecting
sufficient serum from them and from budgerigars requires
large numbers to be killed. An immunofluorescence technique
using cryostat sections of bird intestine now allows hundreds
of tests to be obtained from one bird.4
The finding of precipitating antibody in a patient's serum

is not necessarily an indication that his symptoms are due to
allergic alveolitis. About 40%0 of symptomless pigeon breeders
have antibodies,5 6 and the frequency of antibodies increases
with the duration and intensity of exposure. The strength
of the antigen-antibody reaction is as great in some symptom-
less breeders as in people with the disease.5
Nor are bird droppings the only source of antigen. Pigeon

feathers have a waxy coating called bloom, which comes off
on the hands. Precipitins against bloom extract have been
found in 60% of fanciers, and only 40%0 of these had pre-
cipitins against pigeon serum.6 The mean antibody concentra-
tion to bloom extract was higher in those suspected of disease
than in the symptomless, but the high frequency of precipitins
suggests that it is even less discriminating than pigeon serum.

In keepers of budgerigars a positive precipitin test is usually
considered to be an indicator of disease3; this is fortunate
because their symptoms are insidious and less characteristic.
Support for this view, however, is not widely documented,
and in one series alveolitis was diagnosed in only 56% of
people with precipitins.7

Considerable cross reaction occurs in precipitin tests with
different avian species. Sixty per cent ofhuman sera containing
antibody against one species, mainly pigeon, also reacted with
all the other species tested including budgerigar, canary,
sparrow, blackbird, finch, and hen.4 In only one instance out
of 40 was there a reaction to a single antigen. The clinical
corollary is that a person with allergic alveolitis caused by
one kind of bird may get identical symptoms when exposed
to another species with which he is not usually in contact.8

Another factor which may explain the lack of specificity of
the precipitin test is that the disease is not mediated by a
type 3 reaction alone. Cell mediated hypersensitivity (type 4)
plays a part,9 10 and lymphocyte transformation may be a
more specific indicator of disease than the precipitin test.

Intradermal tests with bird serum usually produce
characteristic dual reactions,"1 but these are not often used,
probably because antigen is not easily available. The most
specific test is the inhalation provocation test using bird
serum,12 which may be positive in the occasional patient with
a negative precipitin test.'0 This procedure is, however,
available in only a few centres.
What should satisfy a clinician that his diagnosis of bird

fancier's lung is right? In acute cases he can be confident
with a typical history, lung crackles, restrictive impairment
of ventilation, reduced transfer factor, widespread nodulation,
a positive precipitin test, and improvement when exposure
ceases. If doubt exists, perhaps because of the absence of

crackles or a clear radiograph, another supervised foray into
the pigeon loft may be justified as long as the earlier reactions
were not very severe.

In budgerigar keepers with chronic symptoms the presence
of some of the above signs, a positive precipitin test, and
monitored improvement after separation from the bird may be
sufficient. Difficulty is greatest in those with largely irreversible
disease. Even in these separation from birds usually produces
some improvement, but a few continue to deteriorate.'3 14 A
transbronchial or open lung biopsy is sometimes justifiable to
exclude other granulomatous or fibrotic diseases or in severe
cases when carcinomatosis or miliary tuberculosis may be
suspected. The histological pattern in bird fancier's lung is
not specific, but a bronchiolitis and patchy infiltration with
histiocytes and lymphocytes are very suggestive.1 2
What of the outcome when the diagnosis has been made

and exposure to birds ceases? Complete recovery is often
seen in those with very severe disease of short duration.2 8
Most patients improve, but only 50-60° achieve normal lung
function.7 14 Corticosteroids are often used in the early stages
to hasten resolution, but whether they affect the final outcome
remains unproved.
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